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ABSTRACT
Wikipedia is a website that relies on user contribution and 
activity. Over the five years that Wikipedia has been 
operating, it has also been evolving. We hypothesized that 
while accumulating a larger user base, Wikipedia users 
have also changed. Our findings show that in 2002 users 
participated in Wikipedia on a more regular basis: editing 
more often, editing more articles, and creating more 
articles, however 2005 users were more likely to edit 
articles that they created. 
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INTRODUCTION
Social contribution websites have been springing up 
constantly on the web since the late 1990s. Many of them, 
such as Wikipedia, have become part of everyday life and 
culture. Others have disappeared due to lack of use, 
finances, or other factors. Most sites don’t become popular 
overnight; they evolve into their current form slowly. We 
are interested in seeing how Wikipedia users changed usage 
patterns between 2002 and 2005.

By learning about Wikipedia users and how they acted in 
2005 as opposed to 2002, we might be able to figure out 
how sites have to change as the adapt to larger user bases, 
additional content, and broader community. The 
ramifications of our study might be able to be used by 
social site designers as they try to either start their sites or 
revive dying sites. 

HISTORY OF WIKIPEDIA
Wikipedia is an online Wiki-style encyclopedia. Many of 
the articles are editable by anyone in the world with an 
internet connection and an interest in editing. While some 
articles are restricted to registered members, according to 
Wikipedia, this is in order to try and minimize vandalism, 
not to lessen contribution.  

Wikipedia was launched on January 15, 2001 by several 
editors and founders of Nupedia, an online free expert-
written encyclopedia. While Nupedia is now defunct, in 
part due to low participation, Wikipedia receives as many 
as 14,000 hits per second. Wikipedia has over 1.5 million 
articles in the English language Wikipedia alone and offer 
over 100 unique language encyclopedias [4, 7]. 

Wikimedia, Wikipedia’s parent organization, operates as a 
non-profit, providing nine different wiki-based projects in 

order to “[encourage] the growth, development and 
distribution of free, multilingual content, and to [provide] 
the full content of these wiki-based projects to the public 
free of charge” [6].

RELATED WORK
Recently, Wikis have become a popular research subject. In 
2006, ACM began sponsoring a Wiki Symposium entitled 
WikiSym, an annual three day conference [8]. As Wikis 
grow in popularity, both in the research world and the 
popular culture world, Wikipedia is at the forefront of the 
movement. 

Wikipedia has become an incredibly useful platform for 
researchers. As the user base grows WikiMedia continues 
to provide free downloads of databases of any of their 
wikis. This eliminates the need for direct scraping. In part 
because of this large amount of information freely 
available, researchers have been conducting various studies 
on Wikipedia. 

In 2004, Viégas et al. published work of a study involving 
visualizations of Wikipedia edit histories. Primarily 
designed in order to be able to visualize vandalism patterns, 
Viégas also analyzed these patterns in order to find out 
more about how frequently vandalism occurred [5].

Bryant et al. published a study about community dynamics 
in Wikipedia and how novice and experienced users utilize 
different aspects of Wikipedia. This 2005 study found that 
Wikipedia is usable both by novices and by “Wikipedians” 
[1].

Cosley et al. have also been investigating community 
dynamics, although in a different way. They are working to 
create a recommender system for editing. Since Wikipedia 
has so much content, much of the content is 
underdeveloped and it can be hard for people to find 
undeveloped content that they are able to contribute to. 
Cosley et al. developed a bot that will recommend articles 
for people to work on [2, 3].

While there have been many studies done involving 
Wikipedia, no comparative studies have been done. 
Wikipedia’s growth in the past five years can lead us to 
suspect that interactions with the site have also changed in 
the last five years. 

RESEARCH QUESTIONS
We organize our work around the following questions.

1. What are temporal contribution patterns on Wikipedia 
for 2002 and 2005 groups?



 Do users contribute often? (several times a 
day, once a day, once a month) 

 Do users have long contributions sessions (we 
consider edits done very closely in time (1:01, 
1:03) as one session)? (5 minutes, 2 hours)

 What is the average time between sessions?
Hypothesis-H1: 

Majority of users have relatively short (30 minute) 
sessions.

2. Do these patterns differ for 2002 and 2005 user 
groups?
Hypothesis-H2: 

Patterns are similar but the average time between 
sessions for 2005 is shorter than in 2002. In that time, 
Wikipedia gained in popularity and more people 
believe that their contributions are valuable which 
motivates 2005 group to contribute more often.

3. Does 2005 user group contribute more that 2002 user 
group?

 What is the average number of articles edited 
by the 2002 and 2005 user groups?

 What is the average number of articles created 
by the 2002 and 2005 user groups?

 What is the average number of edits per 
session? 

Hypothesis-H3: 

(a) Overall, 2005 user group contributes more because 
(1) there are more existing articles to edit, (2) 
Wikipedia gained popularity and users are more 
motivated to contribute. (b) On the other hand, there 
might be a drop in creation of new articles per 2005 
user compared to 2002 user. Number of Wikipedia 
articles increased from 2002 to 2005, and therefore it is 
harder to find an article in 2005 that does not exist 
already. 

4. How attached are 2002 and 2005 users to the articles 
they created?

 What is the percentage of article edits that 
belong to the article creator?

Hypothesis-H4: 

Percentage of attached users is higher in 2002 group. 
2005 user group is less attached to the articles simply 
because number of the contributors increased and more 
people are contributing to the same article. Experts 
believe that there are many other experts that can make 
valuable contributions to their article. Article 
ownership is very saturated for 2005 users. 

METHODS

User Groups
Group A: 1840 randomly chosen users from year 2002

Group B: 5k randomly chosen users from year 2002

Method to Collect Data
First, we downloaded the Wikipedia page meta-data history 
file enwiki-20060518-pages-meta-history.xml.7z (5.2 GB) 
located on the Wikipedia Database Download website. We 
found a program that could block-extract our .7z file, which 
uncompressed was over 650 GB. We then used Perl scripts 
to extract, scan and parse 51.2 million edits to gather a 
complete list of registered (non- IP address) users from 
each year, which took nearly 48 hours. We chose to use all 
1840 users from 2002 and randomly selected 5000 users 
from 2005, and re-ran the extraction/scanning scripts with a 
filter to gather edit records only from our selected users 
from each year. Edits that belonged to the users from either 
2002 or 2005 were sorted chronologically and saved in per-
user files that were later scanned and parsed to create per-
user summary data. Finally, by parsing the per-user 
summary data we obtained the data described below. No 
screen scraping was used in the process.

Collected Data
We collected the following data for each user in 2002 and 
2005 user group.

 Length (in seconds) of each session

 Time (in seconds) between sessions

 Number of edits per each session

 Number of unique articles edited

 Number of unique articles created

 Number of session

 Number of edits

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Temporal Patterns
Overall, it appears that the 2002 user group is more 
involved in updating Wikipedia articles than the 2005 user 
group. The 2002 group takes more time to update articles 
and does it more frequently. On average, the 2002 group 
has significantly shorter periods between sessions (mean: 
2002 group – 29.77 hours, 2005 group – 68.66 hours). The 
2002 group edits Wikipedia articles every other day, and 
the 2005 group every third day (Figure 1). This finding 
contradicts our hypothesis-H1; we expected that the 
popularity of Wikipedia would motivate 2005 users to 
contribute more often. There are a few possible 
explanations of such an outcome: (1) with lower user traffic 
it was easier for the 2002 users to view their contributions 
and feel valuable, (2) more articles in 2002 do not have an 
acceptable quality and it is easy to find work and edit more 
information.
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Figure 1. Average time between sessions in hours (session –
edits made less than 15 minutes apart belong to the same 

session).  Mean: 2002 group – 29.77 hours, 2005 group – 68.66 
hours.

In addition, 2002 users spend more time editing articles 
than 2005 users (mean: 2002 group – 8.29 minutes, 2005 
group – 6.1 minutes) (Figure 2). This result is quite 
different from our hypothesis-H1; we expected the average 
session length to be much longer. 
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Figure 2. Average session time in minutes.  Mean: 2002 group 
– 8.29 minutes, 2005 group – 6.1 minutes.

Session Edits
An analysis of the number of edits during a session 
demonstrated similar patters in the 2002 and 2005 groups 
(Figure 3). In both groups a majority of users have only a 
few edits per session (1-3) and a very small fraction of 
users has a significantly greater number of sessions (greater 
than 21). Interestingly, the fraction of users who have only 
one edit is greater in the 2005 group (2005-%47, 2002-
%37). The same results are observed in the fractions of 
sessions containing certain number of edits (Figure 4). 

We believe that the maturity of the articles has an important 
role in this outcome. In 2005 more articles reached maturity 
and need only minor edits. In 2002 many more articles were 
incomplete, inaccurate and required more edits. It was also 
easier and quicker to find work for editing when articles 
were not high quality. Many articles in 2005 were of very 
high quality and only experts in the field of the article were 
able to find work for editing. 
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Figure 3. Fractions of users that have certain number of edits 
per session (i.e. 30% of 2002 users have on average two edits 

per session).   
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Figure 4. Fractions of sessions that have certain number of 
edits per session (i.e. 18% of 2002 sessions have two edits per 

session).   

User Involvement
Analysis of user involvement revealed major differences 
between the 2002 and 2005 user groups. On average, the 
2002 group contributes much more actively than the 2005 
group, which contradicts our hypothesis-H3(a). User 
involvement analysis confirmed the results of the analysis 
of the temporal data; the 2002 group contributed to 
Wikipedia more frequently and also had significantly more 
sessions per user (mean: 2002 group – 46.38, 2005 group –
18.89) (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Average number of sessions per user. Mean: 2002 
group – 46.38, 2005 group – 18.89.

Users from 2002 also edited significantly more unique 
articles than users from 2005 (Figure 6) (mean: 2002 group 
– 122.04, 2005 group – 25.66). This finding also contradicts 
our hypothesis-H3(a). It appears that 2002 users were quite 
motivated to update Wikipedia even though Wikipedia had 
gained far more popularity by 2005. The large average 
number of unique articles per user in 2002 is quite 
surprising; it means that there are many users who are very 
involved in contributing to Wikipedia. The same trend is 
observed in the results of total number of edits per user 
(Figure 7). The 2002 group created significantly more edits 
than the 2005 group (mean 2002 group – 122.04, 2005 
group – 25.66).
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Figure 6. Average number of unique articles edited by user. 
Mean: 2002 group – 122.04, 2005 group – 25.66.

Figure 7. Average number of edits per user. Average: 2002 
group - 186.47 edits, 2005 group - 52.4

Analysis of the number of articles created per user also 
showed that 2002 group contributed much more actively 
than the 2005 group (Figure 8). Users in the 2002 group 
created significantly more unique articles (2002 group –
60.73, 2005 group – 4). This result confirms our 
hypothesis-H4(b) that there is a drop in creation of new 
articles. The number of Wikipedia articles increased from 
2002 to 2005, and therefore it is harder to find an article in 
2005 that does not already exist.
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Figure 8. Average number of unique articles created by users. 
Mean: 2002 group – 60.73, 2005 group – 4.  

User Attachment to Created Articles
Another interesting result appeared from the analysis of the 
involvement of article creators (the creator is the first 
person who created an article) in editing “their” articles. We 
investigated the ratio of edits made to articles by their 
creators (versus the total number of edits). We expected the 
2005 user group to be less attached to their articles and 
have a smaller fraction of total edits to the articles made by 
their creators. The overall number of contributors to 
Wikipedia increased from 2002 to 2005, and therefore it 
was logical to think that more people are contributing to the 
same articles. 

Surprisingly, the results do not support our hypothesis-H4. 
Users from 2005 are slightly more attached to their articles 
than users from 2002 (Figure 9). In 2002, 30 percent of 
edits belonged to their creators, in 2005 – 33.41 percent. 
Possibly, since there are many more users in 2002 than 
2005 there are also many users who add incorrect 
information and sabotage the articles. This phenomenon 
may give 2005 users more of a reason to be protective of 
their articles. Future investigations of the types of edits 
(remove, change, add, reverse) made by creators can shed 
more light on this outcome.  
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Figure 9.  Involvement of articles’ creators  in their editions of 
“owned” articles. Involvement: 2002 group – 58354/194256 

(30.04%), 2005 group – 32955/98638 (33.41%).

Summarizing the results: Answering the research 
questions
1. What are temporal contribution patterns on Wikipedia 

for 2002 and 2005 groups?
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On average, the temporal distance between two sessions for 
2002 users is about 30 hours versus 69 hours for the 2005 
user. The session length for the 2002 and 2005 groups is 
about 8 and 6 (respectively).  
2. Do these patterns differ for 2002 and 2005 user 

groups?
Users from 2002 contributed more often than users in 2005; 
edits happen every other day for the 2002 group compared 
to every third day for the 2005 group. The session length 
for both groups is relatively short, about 6-8 minutes.
3. Does the 2005 user group contribute more than the 

2002 user group?
According to analysis of the edits, the 2002 users were 
much more active contributors to Wikipedia than 2005 
users. The number of contributions by the 2002 user group 
(per user) significantly exceeds the number of contributions 
made by the 2005 group. Users from 2002 edited and 
created more articles and also had more edits during their 
sessions.
4. How attached are 2002 and 2005 users to the articles 

they created?
Users in the 2005 user group are slightly more attached to 
their articles; the ratio of edits to articles made by their 
creator is greater in 2005 than in 2002, 33.41% versus 
30.04%.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK 
We conducted a comparative study of two Wikipedia user 
groups: (1) 1840 randomly chosen registered users from 
year 2002 and (2) 5k randomly chosen registered users 
from year 2005. We investigated temporal patterns of 
sessions such as length of sessions and time between 
sessions. We also studied contributions created by both 
groups: number of unique articles edited and created, total 
number edits made, number of edits per session. In 
addition, we examined attachment of article creators to their 
articles: fraction of articles’ edits belonging to their 
creators. We found that 2002 user group was a more active 
contributor to Wikipedia than a 2005 group. Users from
2002 contributed more often, created more articles and 
edits. Amusingly, 2005 turned out to be slightly more 
attached to the articles; fraction of articles edited by their 
creators is greater in 2005.

While we don’t have enough information from this study to 
make broad assertions about user base growth on social 
contributions sites, with further work, this could be 
possible. 

There are many possible extensions of this work. While our 
analysis compared users in 2002 and 2005, we think that 
studying Wikipedia articles in 2002 and 2005 would also 
yield interesting results and would show us, from a different 
angle, how Wikipedia is changing over time. While this 
studied did look at some information about Wikipedia 
articles in terms of what percentage of article edits 
belonged to the article creator, we didn’t compare this 

percentage to the percentage belonging to other users or 
find out how often articles were being edited. 

Another simple opportunity for future work would be 
extending our study to 2001, 2003, 2004, and 2006 users to 
get a better idea of how gradual some of these shifts were. 
If it turns out that the shifts were not gradual, then we 
would like to pursue learning about external factors that 
may have effected Wikipedia. 

During our preliminary work, we discovered a commonly 
used term on Wikipedia among avid users: Wikiholism. 
This is a community defined word for Wikipedia addiction. 
Anecdotally, there are some users who spend extensive 
amounts of time on Wikipedia. While our study shows that 
this might have been more of a problem in 2002 than it was 
in 2005, we think that it would be useful to look more at the 
group of avid Wikipedia users to investigate trends and 
learn more about who these self-proclaimed “Wikiholics” 
are. Specifically, we are interested in defining the 
characteristics that suggest wikiholism and learning more 
about how the number of “wikiholics” has changed from 
2001 to 2006. 

Moving outside the realm of Wikipedia, there are many 
other social contribution sites that have grown dramatically 
in the past five years. The more different social contribution 
sites we could analyze, the more able we would be to 
predict the effects of large user base growth on social 
contribution sites. 
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